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	This book introduces methods of re-processing images to extract numerical information that can be used to quantify the observables in environmental modelling. Experiments or procedures that yield large images can be statistically or parametrically examined. Through the use of open source libraries, the book shows how ‘big data’ in the form of images or datasets can be comparatively analysed along same defined procedures or standards. 
	
		This book helps to solve the challenges of discarding datasets that are relevant directly or indirectly to the research. The habit of screening datasets leads to the discard of over 90% of the original dataset or images generated in the experiments or procedure. If the images or datasets are generated under the same principles or conditions, then each measurement may be the narrative of unique events. The focus of this book is to enlighten researchers on how to analyse measurements with the aim of ensuring 100% utilization.
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The MPEG-21 BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Understand the MPEG-21 Multimedia Framework, the standard for the creation, delivery and consumption of multimedia.
    This text is the comprehensive guide to MPEG-21, the technology that provides an open framework for multimedia applications. Whereas previous MPEG standards defined compression techniques, MPEG-21...
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Microsoft WSH and VBScript Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2003
If you’re looking for a solid introduction to programming with WSH and VBScript, then this is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the For the Absolute Beginner series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. By following along with the exercises in this book, you’ll...
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Global Software and IT: A Guide to Distributed Development, Projects, and OutsourcingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Ongoing economic challenges are affecting and impacting business and society in nearly every industry and geographical region. Taking decisive action to reprioritize the way we are doing business is a key focus for companies. Around the world, companies are taking the necessary measures that will enable us to adjust to today’s reality...
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Visual Studio 2010 Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2012


	When you are developing on the Microsoft platform, Visual Studio 2010

	offers you a range of powerful tools and makes the entire process easier and

	faster. After learning it, if you think that you can sit back and relax, you cannot

	be further away from truth. To beat the crowd, you need to be better than others,

	learn tips and...
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Hiding in Plain Sight: Steganography and the Art of Covert CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your hands-on guide to understanding, detecting, and using today’s most potent tool for secret communication–steganography
These days, encryption of confidential data and communications is an increasingly important part of doing business. But steganography can take data confidentiality to a whole new level, since it hides encrypted...
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MoCap for Artists: Workflow and Techniques for Motion CaptureFocal Press, 2008
If anyone asks us “Do you think motion capture will replace key-frame animation?” we will say “No.”

Motion capture (mocap) is a very fast and accurate way to bring human motion into a 3D computer animation, but it is not always the best way. Mocap technology exhibits its remarkable strengths for some projects...
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